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SECTION A 

 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER 

 

1. ______ explains the circumstances or situation from which the action is to take its course. 

a) Exposition  b) Climax c) Denouement d ) Catastrophe. 

2. Purgation of emotions is called ______. 

a) Catastrophe b) catharsis c) crises d) climax 

3. ______ is an exaggerated form of comedy, in which no attempt is made at Fidelity to real life. 

 a) Farce b) Melodrama c) Masque d) Heroic comedy 

4. Personified abstractions are character in ______. 

a) Farce b) masque c) melodrama d) comedy 

5. The Italian Sonnet is otherwise called ______ sonnet.  

a) Shakespearean  b) Spensarian c) Petrarchan d) None of these 

6.‘In Memoriam’ mourns the death of ______. 

a) A.H. Clough b) Arthur Hallam c) Keats d) Edward King  

7. ‘Propositiion’ and ‘Innovation’ are conventions followed by poets in ______.  

a) Elegy b) elegy c) ballad d) ode 

8. The three parts movements are followed in ______. 

a) Elegy b) sonnet c) epic d) ode 

9.Addison and Steele were ______ essay writers. 
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a) Aphoristic b) periodical c) satirical d)critical 

10. ______ and ______ formulated the modern theory of short story writing. 

a) Poe and Hawthorne b) Kipling and Maupassant c) Saki and Katherine Mansfield d) None of 

the above 

11. Dr. Johnson’s biographer was ______.  

a) Pepys b) Macaulay c) James Boswell d) Gladstone 

12. The earliest example of frank self- analysis is by ______. 

a) David Hume b) St. Augustine c) Benjamin Franklin d) Edward Gibbon 

13. An edition Coverdale’s translation of the first English Bible was presented in ______. 

a) 1535 b) 1536 c) 1537 d) 1538 

14. ______ is Robert Green’s best play.  

a) Frear Bacon and Frear Bangay b) Orlando Furioso c) Alphonsus d) The Infortunate 

Traveller 

15. Webster followed the ______ tradition. 

a) Jacobean b) Senecan c) Petrachian d) Elizabethan  

16. The excessive secretion of Black Bale would make a character ______. 

a) Sanguinary b) Phlegmatic c) Melancholic d) Chloric 

17. Neo- Classical poetry is essentially ______ poetry, made out of the interests of society in the 

centres of culture. 

a) Rustic b) country c) town d) continental 

18. The play ‘Constant Lovers’ was written by ______. 

a) Addison b) Steele c) Dr. Johnson d) Congreve 

19.  ‘The Progress of poetry’ and ‘The Bald’ were written by ______. 

a) Burns b) Collins c) Blake d) Gray 

20. ‘God made the country and man made the town’ was often quoted by ______. 

a) William Cowper b) Robert Southey c) William Blake d) Robert Burns 
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21. Athenian dramatists like Aescylus, Sophocles and Euripedes belong to ______ century B.C. 

a) Fifth b) twentieth c) thirtieth 

22. ‘Unity of action’ in Greek tragedy meant only one ______. 

a) Hamartia b) Catharsis c) Inhibition 

23. The Greek word for Purgation is ______. 

a) Themis b) Hamartia c) Nemesis 

24. ______ in Greek means natural justice of fate.  

a) Themis b) Hamartia c) Nemesis 

25. ______ means a play with a pleasant atmosphere and a happy ending. 

a) Tragedy b) Comedy c) Heroic 

26. ______ is a blend of both tragic and comic forms.  

a) Tragi comedy b) heroic comedy c) Melodrama 

27. ______ is the underlying theme of revenge tragedy. 

a) Laughter b) Revenge c) Comedy 

28. The earliest melodrama were accompanied by ______. 

a) Music b) dialogue c) monologue 

29. ______ has its origin in a folk tradition where masked players performed. 

a) Farce b) masque c) melodrama 

30. ______ conflict is always stressed in tragedy. 

a) Moral b) Family c) Economy 

31. ______ is a ‘simple, spirited poem in short stanzas, narrating some popular story’. 

a) Ballad b) Ode c) Lyric 

32. ______ composed the twin epics ‘Iliad’ and ‘Odyssey’. 

a) Milton b) Homer c) Tyndale 

33. ______ simile can otherwise be called a poem-within- a-poem. 

a) Simple b) Homeric c) Epic 
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34. An ______ is a short sentence expressing a truth in the fewest possible words. 

a) Aphorism b) philosophy c) sentence 

35. A ______ essay is an analysis of a text such as a book, film, etc. 

36. The ______’s translation of the Bible because a model for the subsequent English translations. 

a) St. Augustine b) St. Jerome c) Tyndale 

37. There were ______ University wits.  

a) One b) Six c) Seven 

38. Human body has a balance of ______ liquids. 

a) Three b) four c) ten 

39. Restoration comedy is also known as Comedy of ______. 

a) Absurd b) Kitchen sink c) angry young men 

 

 

SECTION-B (5 Marks) 

 

1. Write a short note on Sonnet. 

2. Brief on Ode. 

3. Write a paragraph on autobiography. 

4. Write a paragraph on Biography. 

5. Write a brief note on Comedy of Humours. 

6. Enumerate the features of Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama. 

7. Give an account of sentimental comedy. 

8. Write a paragraph on elements of poetic drama. 

9. What are the types of Ode? 

10. Write short note on Alliteration. 

11. Explain Petrarchian Sonnet. 

12. What are the difficulties of the autobiographer? 

13. Write briefly on Aphoristic Essay. 
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14. Write about Elements of Drama. 

15. What are the types of Tragedy? 

16. Write about the types of Comedy? 

17. Write a brief note on Heroic Comedy. 

18. Explain Revenge Tragedy. 

19. Write about Farce and Masque. 

20. Write about Mock-epic. 

21.  Write about Pre- Romantics. 

22. Define Tragicomedy and its characteristics. 

23. Write a short note on periodical essay. 

24. Write about Subjective poetry. 

25. What are the components of a tragedy? 

26. Write about Objective poetry. 

SECTION-C (10 Marks) 

 

1. Elaborate on the characteristics of Epic. 

2. Discuss in detail the Dramatic Monologue. 

3. Write an essay on Short story. 

4. Elaborate on the Bible Translation. 

5. Write an essay on the development of Comedy of Manners. 

6. Attempt an essay on Ballad. 

7. Give an account of Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama. 

8. What are the characteristics of Neo- Classical poetry?  

9. Write an essay on Travel Writing. 

10. Give an account of University Wits. 

11. Write the differences between sentimental and anti-sentimental comedies. 

12. Write about the different types of Essays. 
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13. Explain the differences between subjective and Objective poetry. 

14. Write in detail the University Wits. 


